
 
 

 

 
 
 21 and 22 May 
 
Jan Massinkhal 
Nijmegen, Netherlands 

 
 
Dear flyer, 
 
The date of the third International Indoor Fly In is rapidly getting closer! Here by enclosed you’ll find the flying schedule 
along with other information regarding the contest. Also attached are three maps of the location of the hall. 
 
Registration 
 
On arrival Saturday please register at the organisation table. Here the flyers will receive an envelope with starting 
numbers, necessary info and static judging forms. Also this is the opportunity to enter or change the classes you fly or 
possibly add models for the scale contest. There will also be a briefing for all flyers on Saturday at 10.00 to explain some 
things and welcome everybody. 
 
Flying Schedule: 
Saturday   
Timeslot Category flown Trimming and fun flying 

8.00 - 10.00 Trimming and fun flying for all classes. Trimming and fun flying for all classes. 

10.00 - 11.00 F1M and F1L contest flying.  F1M, F1L and similar. 
11.00 - 12.15 F4F, Pistachio, Saint and F1N contest flying. Trimming and fun flying for all classes. 

12.15 - 12.30 Pylon race  

12.30 - 13.00 Lunchbreak.  Trimming and fun flying for all classes. 

13.00 - 15.00 F1M and F1L contest flying. F1M, F1L and similar. 

15.00 - 17.00 F4D and F4E contest Remark: 2 rounds flown for F4D and F4E 

17.00 - 19.00 F1D contest flying.  - 

Following the flying will be the buffet at the hall. Start around 19.30.  
   
Sunday   
Timeslot Category flown Trimming and fun flying 

8.00 - 9.00 F4F, Pistachio, Sainte and F1N contest flying. 
F4F, Pistachio, F4D, F4E, Sainte, Bostonian, F1N and 
similar 

9.00 - 10.30 F1D contest flying. - 

11.00 - 12.30 F1M and F1L contest flying. F1M, F1L and similar. 

12.30 -13.00 Lunchbreak Trimming and fun flying for all classes. 

13.00 – 14.30 F4F, Pistachio, Sainte and F1N contest flying. 
F4F, Pistachio, F4D, F4E, Sainte, Bostonian, F1N and 
similar 

14.30 - 16.30 F4D and F4E contest Remark: 2 rounds flown for  F4D and F4E 

16.30 - 18.30 F1D contest flying. - 

Following the flying will be the prize giving  
 
Static Judging 
 
The judging of the scale classes will start at 9.00. Tables will be set up for the separate classes. Upon registration you will 
receive the score sheets for this, please check them and together with the documentation place them under the model at 
the judges table. 
 



* Please note that your model should be at the judges table preferably at 9.00!!! * 
 
The idea is that all models are at the judges table until 10.00, this way the judges can have a good overall look. Then, if 
you want to testfly your model you can then take it, but leave your documentation and entry form at the judges table. You 
can then make your trimming and/or contest flights. When you finish test flying, put the model back at the table. This way 
everybody has plenty of trimming and flying time available. Note that at the UK Scale Nationals it is done in a similar way. 
 
Timekeeping 
 
For all classes the timekeeping will be done by timekeepers provided by the organisation. When you want to make a flight 
just come to the organization table at the centre of the hall. 
 
Hall 
 

 
 
We kindly request the flyers to use the respective halves of the hall for flying the different classes. This division of the hall 
is mainly for the time allocated for trimming. Contest rounds use the entire hall for the class flown at that time. 
During trimming and contest flying please keep the main floor empty as much as possible so as to not provide hindrance 
to flights taking place or waiting to start. Also no running in the hall please. Tables and chairs will be provided. 
 
Prizes 
 
In all classes a prize will be awarded to the best three flyers. Also a prize is given in the F4F and F4D class to the best 
junior. The award for the best scale model of Dutch design will receive a trophy (this will be engraved each time and has 
to be returned) along with a appropriate surprise. 
For F1D there is the “Icarus” throphy which is engraved with the winners name and should be returned each year. 
 
 
How to reach the Jan Massinkhal 
 
The Jan Massinkhal is easily reached; it is located at the edge of one of the main roads through Nijmegen. When arriving 
by car please use the three maps with this letter as a reference. The exact address is: 
 
Jan Massinkhal 
Nieuwe Dukenburgseweg 5 
6534 AD Nijmegen 
 
See you May 21 and 22 in Nijmegen! 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Bernard Bruins 
Luis Bautista 
Wout Moerman 
 
Van den Boschstraat 264 E-mail: internationalindoorflyin@gmail.com 
2595 AH Den Haag  Telephone: (0031)(0)648938502 
Netherlands   Contest website: www.iifi.nl 



 
 


